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INTRODUCTION
These guidelines define the basic
rules of how to reproduce the
SQUARE visual identity.
It is important that these guidelines
are used consistently in every piece
of communication produced.



ABOUT SQUARE - WHO WE ARE
SQUARE – THE INTERNATIONAL
MEETING CENTRE IN BRUSSELS
SQUARE aspires to be a forum
where visitors can gather and share
knowledge, where creative ideas and
views can be easily exchanged.
In addition, SQUARE offers a platform
for the spoken word, promoting open
dialogue and debate. Moreover the
centre is ideally suited for personal
meetings and networking.
In other words, SQUARE is your perfect
meeting point in the capital of Europe.



ABOUT SQUARE - WHAT WE DO
SQUARE ATTRACTS AND
ORGANISES MEETINGS FOR:
International associations
and federations
Corporate clients
Public services
Media and cultural actors

The SQUARE infrastructure presents
a wide variety of meeting possibilities.
No matter if you are looking for a
venue to organise an international
conference, a product launch, a gala
dinner, a political debate, a work lunch,
a medical congress, a fashion show, a
European summit, a corporate party, a
film screening or a press conference,
we have the perfect location for every
occasion.
The meeting centre addresses an
international audience active in various
fields and corporate branches. However,
it also strives to be a full partner for
the local communities by providing a
meeting point for true Brusseleirs.



ABOUT SQUARE - WHAT MAKES US UNIQUE
A VENUE IN THE
HEART OF EUROPE

TOP QUALITY
SERVICES

SQUARE is unique amongst European
conference centres. Located within a
newly renovated, purpose built venue,
SQUARE sets new standards in
conference services and facilities.

Unique in its service approach,
SQUARE maintains and reinforces
its leadership position by providing
a superior quality of service which
is individually tailored for all it’s
clients and visitors. SQUARE is an
inspiring environment which stimulates
productive and memorable exchanges.

Situated in the heart of Brussels in
the historical ‘Mont des Arts’ district
with its inspiring museums and restful
gardens, SQUARE is within easy
walking distance of quality hotels,
restaurants and shopping areas.
The nearby Central Rail Station
provides direct services to Brussels
International Airport and to all Thalys
and Eurostar destinations.



ABOUT SQUARE - WHAT WE STAND FOR
SQUARE generates important
intellectual and economic spin-offs
which contributes to the international
reputation of Brussels as a first-class
destination.
It achieves this by enriching the
intellectual patrimony through the
exchange of knowledge and knowhow. In addition, SQUARE encourages
participation in social debate.
Working closely with the business
community, the hotel and catering
services, the transport facilities, the
cultural network and the entertainment
sector, SQUARE is a full partner in the
European capital’s tourism industry.



ABOUT SQUARE
OUR NAME AND LOGO
The word ‘SQUARE’ refers to the
‘forum’, the ‘town square’, the ‘heart of
the city’ where people come to meet
and debate.
In a physical sense the name SQUARE
is derived from both the form of the
park that borders on and envelops the
meeting centre and the shape of the
centre’s glass entry hall.”
The ‘speech bubble’ device symbolises
interaction and the exchange of
thoughts and ideas. In addition the
‘speech bubble’ in an original way,
represents the typical Belgian culture.



THE LOGO
The logo is formed from two elements:
the ‘Speech Bubble’ symbol and the
‘Wordmark’. They are locked together in a
fixed relationship which must not be altered.
The ‘Wordmark’ must always be used with
the ‘Speech Bubble’. The ‘Speech Bubble’
can be used alone.

Logo

Strapline

The ‘Wordmark’

The logo must be clearly visible on all
applications. Whenever possible the logo
should appear at the bottom right of the page.
The logo should never be redrawn or
modified in any way. It should always
be used in one or in a combination of
the specified colour combinations.
THE STRAPLINE
The strapline ‘BRUSSELS MEETING
CENTRE’ must appear whenever the logo is
used. The positioning and relationship to the
logo cannot be altered. The strapline can be
used in isolation.



‘Speech Bubble’ Symbol

THE LOGO - DIMENSIONS
MINIMUM SIZE

10mm

A minimum size that the logo should
be reproduced at has been decided
to ensure legibility.
EXCLUSION ZONE
The exclusion zone is the minimum
area around the logo that must remain
clear of any typography or other
graphic elements. ‘X’ represents the
height of the ‘Speech Bubble’.
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Exclusion Zone

THE LOGO - COLOUR
The matrix opposite shows how colour
combinations can be used to recreate
the logo in different circumstances.

Full colour printing
White background

Solid background

Image background
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One colour printing

Mono printing

THE LOGO - COLOUR
FULL COLOUR VERSION:
ON A WHITE BACKGROUND
When used with a white background,
the ‘Wordmark’ must be recreated using
Pantone® Cool Grey 6 or a 40% tint of
black when printed in 4-colour process.
For all screen based applications use
R:131 G:132 B:135.

White background
4-colour process or
2 Pantone® colours

Full colour on solid
background

The ‘Speech Bubble’ symbol should be
printed in a vibrant colour derived from
the content of the communication.
ON A COLOUR BACKGROUND
The logo can also be printed on a
background containing a solid colour.
Care should be taken when combining
colours to ensure the logo remains
legible.
ON AN IMAGE
When used on an image, the logo
must be black or reversed out in white.
The area behind the logo should not
be ‘busy’ or interfere with the logo.
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Mono on background
containing an image

THE LOGO - COLOUR
ONE COLOUR VERSION
When restricted to one colour printing
the logo must be appear as a solid
colour. The logo may also be reversed
out of a solid background colour.
MONO PRINTING
When colour printing in not available the
logo must be printed as a solid black or
reversed out of a solid black background.
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One colour version on
solid background and
reversed out

Mono version on solid
background and
reversed out

THE LOGO - INCORRECT USAGE
1.

Do not distort or alter the logo

2.

Do not reproduce the logo in outline

3.

Do not enclose the logo within a keyline

4.

Do not add a colour effect to the logo

5.

Do not fill the logo with an image or illustration

6.

Do not remove the strapline

7.

Do not place over a  ‘busy’ area of an image

8.

Do not typeset the logo in other typefaces
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THE ‘SPEECH BUBBLE’
‘Speech Bubble’ Symbol

The ‘Speech Bubble’ symbol can
be used without the ‘Wordmark’ as
a powerful branding tool.
It can be used as a holding device
for type, photography or illustration.
Type should always be left aligned
and in UPPERCASE.
(See the ‘TYPE’ section)
Photography and illustration can be
used to reflect the content of the
communication.

TYPE CAN BE
COMBINED
WITH
ILLUSTRATION
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TYPE CAN BE
COMBINED
WITH
PHOTOGRAPHY

TYPE CAN
BE USED WITH
COLOUR

Examples of how the
‘Speech Bubble’ device
can be used.

THE ‘SPEECH BUBBLE’
DESIGN EXAMPLES
These sample designs show how the
‘Speech Bubble’ with the logo, colour
palette and corporate typeface can be
combined to create different designs
whilst still being part of the SQUARE
look and feel.
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TYPE - CORPORATE TYPEFACE
The corporate typeface, Helvetica Neue
should be used for all designed items.
It is a classic amongst modern typefaces.
There are three weights within the family
that have been selected for use:
Helvetica Neue Light 45, Helvetica Neue
Roman 55 and Helvetica Neue Bold 75.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxz
0123456789
Helvetica Neue Light 45

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxz
0123456789

DIGITAL APPLICATIONS

Helvetica Neue Roman 55

Arial is used instead of Helvetica Neue
for all onscreen and desktop
communications. The regular weight
should be used for body text, the bold
for headings.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxz
0123456789
Helvetica Neue Bold 75

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxz
0123456789
Arial Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxz
0123456789
Arial Bold
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TYPE - USAGE
Titles and headings must appear as
UPPERCASE. They can be coloured to
suit the content of the communication.
Whenever possible body text should
appear as lowercase in black.
The Light and Roman weights are used
for body text. The Roman and Bold
weights are used for headings.
Never apply any type effects such as
shadows and outlines to any typeface.

TITLES
AND HEADINGS
Helvetica Neue Bold 75

TITLES
AND HEADINGS
Helvetica Neue Roman 55

Body Headings
Helvetica Neue Roman 55

Body text
Helvetica Neue Light 45
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TYPE - DESIGN EXAMPLES
All communication needs to reflect the
strength and confidence of the brand.
Type is an important tool in achieving
this. Designs should be bold and avoid
using any unnecessary elements that
may cause distraction.
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THE BASIC GRID
Using a basic grid allows us to create
consistent layouts whilst allowing
enough flexibility to communicate
different ideas.
‘X’ represents the height of the ‘Speech
Bubble’ in the logo. This measurement
has been used to determine the position
of elements within a design.
The layout opposite uses a five column
grid which helps to organise the content
into a clear and legible branded layout.  
The address and logo area at the
bottom of the page is standardised
and must not be altered
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THE BASIC GRID
LOGO POSITIONING
The logo must appear in bottom right on
all branded communication as shown in
the example.
Elements can be right aligned to the
logo to reinforce the brand.
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THE BASIC GRID
CO-BRANDING
From time to time there may also be a
requirement to include the logos of
other supporters.
In terms of hierarchy the ‘SQUARE’ logo
must always be the most prominent.
This hierarchy can be achieved by giving
careful consideration to the sizing and
positioning of the logos as shown in the
example.
The logos of other supporters must be
printed using Pantone® Cool Grey 6
or a 40% tint of black when printed in
4-colour process.
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COLOUR
Colour usage is not limited to a specific
corporate palette. Instead colours
should be derived from the content of
the communication.

Vibrant colour with neutral
Pantone® Cool Grey 6
or a 40% tint of black

Vibrant colours can be contrasted with
the neutral grey specified as Pantone®
Cool Grey 6 or a 40% tint of black when
printed in 4-colour process.

Warm metallics

In addition to this, the building interior
uses a warm palette made up of gold/
sand, silver/grey and copper/terracotta.
These colours can also be used when
a metallic finish is desired.

Building interior usese a
warm colour palette
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PHOTOGRAPHY AND
ILLUSTRATION
Examples of
photography

Photography and illustration can be
used to emphasise ideas and concepts.
Photographic images should always be
of a professional quality. They should be
engaging and uncluttered with ‘Quiet’
areas for placing type.
The Illustrational style has been set as
solid outlined objects as the examples
opposite show. These can be coloured
or reversed out of a solid coloured
background.

Outlined illustration
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SCREEN BASED COMMUNICATION
As with printed material, screen based
communication should be simple and
avoid using any unnecessary elements
that may cause distraction.

BEAUTY
OR
THE BEAST

These sample designs show how a
presentation template may appear using
an 800 x 600 pixel screen resolution.

INTERNATIONAL
COSMETICS
CONFERENCE 07

JANUARY 02 / HALL 01
INTERNATIONAL COSMETICS CONFERENCE

THE SOLUTION
STARTS HERE
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer
adipiscing elit. Integer tempor. Donec
fermentum, felis imperdiet condimentum
consectetuer, tortor velit interdum libero, ac
eleifend mauris lacus eu urna. Cum sociis
natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient
montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Pellentesque
molestie leo at erat feugiat auctor. Sed
euismod lacus commodo turpis.

SPEAKER
LOUISE MAISSER

MARCH 23 / HALL 04
EUROPEAN EMISSION TARGETS
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EUROPEAN
EMISSION
TARGETS
MARCH 23 / HALL 04
EUROPEAN EMISSION TARGETS

FURTHER INFORMATION
Digital files can be downloaded
from the SQUARE website:
www.square-brussels.eu
Logotypes are also available upon
request in digital formats on a CD
from the SQUARE.
For further information please
contact Annemie Goegebuer on
00 32 (0)2 515 1345
SQUARE
Coudenberg 3
B-1000 Brussels
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